TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: MEXICO CITY
ACTION: C/AM 2 (C/AM TD4PO SLOTTED 0130, 11 OCT) WCJ
INFO: ADOP, C/CI, C/CI/1C, C/FI, S/C 2

PRITY DIR INFO GUAT CITE XEXI 2179

1. LICRQG 9 OCT REPORTED (LINLUCK) AGAIN LIVING WITH HER AND REPORTED FOLLOWING FROM TALKS WITH HIM:
   a) (LINLUCK) SAID HE DEPRESSED EFFECT RECEIVING PARTY CONTACT'S EXCEPT VICTOR MANUEL GUTIERREZ SINCE THEY REMIND HIM VERY VIVIDLY HOW REMOTE HE IS FROM THESE PEOPLE AND HOW LITTLE HE HAS IN COMMON WITH THEM.
   b) WROTE LETTER TO SISTER COMMENTING THAT NON-COMMUNIST QUATS SHOWING "OVERWHELMING AFFECTION" FOR HIM AND DELIGHT HIS RETURN BUT FINDS MUCH LESS OPEN AND GENEROUS FEELINGS IN PARTY.
   c) IN TALK WITH CARLOS ARIAS AND LEFTIST GROUP (LINLUCK) SHOCKED GROUP, WHEN ARIAS ADVISED ONE OF GROUP TO SEND HIS SON TO CUBA TO STUDY MEDICINE, BY PROTESTING THAT BOY SHOULD BE SENT GERMANY OR SOME OTHER PLACE BUT NOT CUBA. (LINLUCK) ALSO OPENLY RIDICULED ARIAS RAVINGS ABOUT GREAT STATE AFFAIRS CUBA.

---

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
D) He showed Lico Jey photo self brought back from Paris and commented photo of type which would be good for book dust jacket.

Added quite seriously that before long he might be writing book entitled "Why I Am Not A Communist".

E) LINLUC told her he had seen signs surveillance since arrival and that if he arrested will refuse usual offer of being shipped to Cuba instead of being repatriated and will choose some non-communist country for deportation. He said problem is to find country which will accept him in his true name.

F) He wrote note to Juan Jose Arevalo in which he advised Arevalo of his return and stated that he was at Arevalos service.

2. View above station instructor hềarity 10 occt sound out LINLUC discreetly in attempt (portion garbled---file forward) Cuba.

LINLUC reaction gave no indication he considering any action counter to basic plan agreed upon Rome. He did mention again possibility Cuba might not accept him but mentioned it only in passing without emphasis. Also mentioned probability would be sent fragile from Cuba before being able return some non-communist
COUNTRY WHERE COULD RECONTACT FOR DEBRIEFING. HегARITY REMINDED
HM THAT IN UNLIKELY EFFORT BY CAPUANO OR PARTY GET HM SENT ANY-
WHERE BUT CUBA WE PROBABLY COULD PREVENT IT THROUGH OUR CONTACTS.
THIS HM AS KNEW IN EVENT WE SHOULDN'T BE CONSIDERING PARA 1 (F)
ACTION.
3. STATION QUITE CONCERNED IMPLICATIONS PARA ONE ESPECIALLY 1
(E). WHILe MENTION SEEING SIGNS SURVEILLANCE GOOD BUILDUP WITH
LICOOY FOR PLANNED ARREST WE SEE NO LOGICAL REASON FOR COMMENT
ON REFUSAL DEPORTATION CUBA UNLESS THIS ACTUALLY WHATPlanning WITHOUT ADVISING STATION. OTHERWISE SEE NO POINT TELLING
THIS TO LICOOY WHEN LATER FACT OF DEPORTATION WILL PROVE HIS
REMARK FALSE. SHOULD BE NOTED HIS REMARK TO HER POSITIVE WITHOUT
EQUIVOCATION WITH ONLY QUESTION BEING WHAT NON-COMMUNIST COUNTRY
WILL ACCEPT HIM. CANNOT OVERLOOK POSSIBILITY REMARKS TO LICOOY
MAY BE PRELUDE BREAK WITH PARTY AND EXPLAIN TRUE REASONS HIS
REJUSTRANCE REF A BE LABELLED COMMUNIST IN PUBLICITY ENVISIONED
ARREST PLANNING. ALSO MIGHT IN WITH LETTERS FROM SISTER IN WHICH
SHE SAYS AREVALO POLITICAL STAR AGAIN ON RISE GUAT.
4. WOULD APPRECIATE ANY COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS HCS AND PAPATE
care to make re above situation. STATION PROCEEDING WITH ARREST
PLANS OR ASSUMPTIONS (LINKED) ACTING GOOD FAITH WITH US BUT ALERT POTENTIAL DANGERS HIS HOOD AS REPORTED BY LICOEY. HE OF COURSE AWARE REP B AGREEMENT WHICH WOULD BE DETERRENT BREAK WITHOUT FURTHER HOSPITALIZATION AND REST IMPOSITION WITH KUBARK.
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